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Market Overview 
Yesterday, U.S. officials are considering prohibiting Americans from 
investing in Alibaba-SW (9988 HK) and Tencent (700 HK), a potential 
escalation of the outgoing Trump administration’s efforts to unwind U.S. 
investors’ holdings in major Chinese companies. Those share prices 
slumped 4% on the news. The Hang Seng Index was adversely affected and 
dropped 143pts. The index closed at 27,548pts with a high turnover 
volume of HKD227.8b. Capital flow into China Auto stocks after Geely 
Auto (175 HK) announced FY21E sales volume target of 1.53m units (+16% 
YoY). Raw material sector also surged on copper rally. Overnight, the 
U.S. stock markets reached record high with investors focused on the 
prospect that transition of power (U.S. Congress certification of Biden’s 
presidency) would lead to more stimulus: materials, clean energy, 
industrials and other cyclicals. 

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China property management  
Except the favorable policy issued by the Chinese government, the next catalyst for property 
management sector will be the potential wave of positive profit alerts which will likely start in late-Jan. 
The recent policy highlights two positives, including: (1) the central government shows a clear stance of 
supporting the property management sector; (2) further elaboration on promoting a market-oriented 
price mechanism implies potential relaxation of price control, thus relieving one major investor concern 
on long-term margin squeeze. In the future, it is expected that local governments will gradually roll out 
policies, potentially including subsidies/tax benefits for certain value-added services / relaxation of 
control on management fees. Valuation-wise, the sector is now trading at 30x 21E PER, market believes 
there is room for valuation rerating to 35-40x PER after the policy easing. Related stocks: Poly PPT 
Services (6049 HK), Jinke Smart Services (9666 HK), Shimao Services (873 HK), Sunac Services (1516 HK). 
 
China Cement 
Cement price performed differently in different province. Hubei Xiangyang and Shiyan region cement 
prices were lowered by RMB30/ton due to lower temperature and surrounding region Henan's 
environmental control. Some producers in East Hubei lowered prices by RMB10-20/ton. From 5 Jan, 
Guangxi Nanning and Chongzuo region cement prices fell by RMB30/ton on weaker demand and 
surrounding areas' price drops. East Chongqing cement prices dropped by RMB15/ton due to frequent 
rainfall and mid to high level inventory. On the contrary, Yunnan Pu’er region cement prices went up by 
RMB50/ton given producers was trying to boost profitability by raising prices. Some producers in Shaanxi 
Guanzhong continued pushing up prices, by RMB30/ton, as demand improved and inventory stayed low. 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Flat Glass Group (6865 HK) 
FGG announced a further PV glass capacity expansion plan with a total 6ktpd for 2022E, on top of the 
4.6ktpd in new capacity addition for 2021E. After that, FGG will see a 1.66x increase in total PV glass 
capacity from 6.4ktpd at end-2020 to 17ktpd at end-2022E (vs. its peer Xinyi Solar’s (968 HK) in capacity 
of 18.9ktpd). Its management said it expects FGG’s market share to rise from the current c.25% to 35-40% 
in three years. It also expects the current severe tight supply of PV glass to gradually ease for the 
common size of 3.2mm glass after the massive capacity expansions. Yet, the supply shortage would last 
longer for thin glass (2.0/2.5mm) and large-sized module (182/210mm) used glasses despite capacity 



addition, as per FGG. Management also said that the current price level (CNY43/m2) is high and it may 
consider lowering prices once the short supply eases.  
 
Meilan Int’l Airport (357 HK) 
On 5 Jan, HMIA announced that it has received a notice of arbitration. Aero Infra filed arbitration with 
the Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre against HMIA breached the Subscription Agreement and 
claimed damages and related arbitration costs in the amount of HKD5.832b to HKD6.962b. According to 
its announcement, HMIA denies that it has breached the nSubscription Agreement as alleged, and denies 
all of the allegations in the notice of arbitration. The impact: (1) the timeline of events from here is 
uncertain; (2) the maximum claimed amount of c.HKD7b would equal about c.3.8x of its FY20E revenue. 
There is a risk that consequent uncertainty over HMIA’s financials could weigh on the share price.  
 
ESR (1821 HK) 
On modern logistics demand side, its management continues to see nstrong demand across Asia, on the 
back of the shift towards e-commerce (accounting for 63% of its portfolio). In China, ESR see itself being 
the major logistics partner of a few major e-commerce operators since their early days, and such 
partnership with the e-commerce industry has given ESR an edge on both land banking and leasing in 
China. With 15m sq.m, of existing development landbank and continuous efforts in replenishment, its 
management reiterated that they have a high confidence in up keeping their c.USD3b new development 
starts p.a. target across the countries for the coming years. Market is positive on ESR on the back of: (1) 
secular demand growth on the back of rising e-commerce; (2) its solid AUM growth path; and (3) it is in a 
business that enables cash recycling. 
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